TOP
PIECE

Your forehead
will rest here.
Front piece
will sit just
under this
line.

If you want
to include a
back then
you’ll want
to cut out or
fold back this
darker region
out so that
the phone
slots down
into the
googles.

Will need to
lengthen the
top and
bottom piece
towared the
gray lines if
longer focal
length
needed.

BOTTOM
PIECE

PRINTING SUGGESTIONS:
> Print borderless on
letter size photo paper or
normal paper, then stick
onto poster board to cut
out template.
> Glue tabs won’t work on
posterboard, but can use
sticky tape instead.

Your nose will rest here (may
need to adjust for different
noses / face shapes).

If your phone
slides add
diagonal
pieces below
these dotted
lines (or
probably
futher in) to
help keep it
aligned.

SIDE PIECES: attach to top and bottom.
(THIS END WILL ATTACH TO BACK PIECE)

(THIS END WILL ATTACH TO BACK PIECE)

Cut out the dark narrow
regions to attach elastic if
you have it.

EXTRA INSTRUCTIONS:
Before cutting, decide if you want to try the
“backless” version, whereby you have to hold the
phone onto the back with your hands.

DIAGONAL PHONE SUPPORT PIECES: optional
pieces to help keep phone centered & not slide.
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Cut out everything, but make sure you attach
pieces in the right order - starting with attaching
the SIDE pieces to the TOP and BOTTOM, then the
FRONT piece, lenses, MIDDLE piece, DIAGONAL
pieces if needed and finally the BACK piece.
Before attaching the MIDDLE piece it’s smart to
double check the focal lengh by attaching the
lenses and looking at a test stero-pair image on
your phone.

FRONT PIECE: Sits just in front of nose.... don’t forget to attach lenses before gluing inside.
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GLUE TO SIDE PIECE

GLUE TO SIDE PIECE

BACK PIECE: Attach to sides, top and bottom.
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Check the phone calibration and try the
“backless” approach before attaching.

GLUE TO SIDE PIECE

GLUE TO SIDE PIECE

Poor Man’s
VR Goggles
) MOTT OB OT(

GLUE TO
BOTTOM
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INSIDE PIECE: Goes inside, vertically
in front of your nose and separates
the two sides of the phone screen so
each eye can only see one half and
phone can’t slide forward. Position
carefully!

